Students should not carry large sums of money in currency or checks, but should place their surplus money in a bank and draw upon it from time to time by check or certificate. Bring post-office money orders instead of checks or drafts to avoid the necessary identification at the bank.

Someone will be in attendance at the registration counter to answer inquiries at any time.

**Articles from Home.** Students will need overalls and jacket and these may be brought from home. Rubber-soled shoes, such as tennis shoes, light sweaters or jerseys are at times needed in physical education work. Physical education is required of all. A light gymnasium suit is required and a regulation gymnasium towel may be purchased in Madison. Laundry for gymnasium suit and towels is provided by the gymnasium fee.

**Books.** A number of books will be needed by Winter Course students. It is impossible to state in advance, what books will be required and it is not advisable for prospective students to buy any textbooks until they are instructed to do so.

**Medical Supervision**

Special attention is given to the health of the student-body. The health of the students will be cared for by the clinical department of the School of Medicine. The students will be given a medical examination on entrance and any student feeling indisposed will be at liberty to consult the physicians in charge of the university clinic free of cost at any time. The university puts forth every effort to safeguard the health of the student-body.

The infirmary fee provides for care without extra charge in the university infirmary or hospital in case of sickness, but students requiring special care—X-ray service, major surgery, treatment of the eye, ear, and so forth, are referred to specialists at the student’s expense.

**Social Activities**

The **Literary Society** is conducted every Tuesday night by the students in the Winter Courses. At the weekly meet-